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45 Years: CEO (past or present) of a publishing company, a small university, several newspapers,
two nonprofit organizations, a private police organization, and several technical building repair firms.

Objective:

Accomplishments:

As one of the first of the super-intelligent kids
with Asperger’s Syndrome, my life has been
very interesting, and my employment has, too.
Intelligence is actually a severe handicap in our
society, unfortunately, but there are ways to
handle it. A life-long Small Business CEOCOO, 45 years, multiple companies, I am used
to 15-hour days, and currently stay busy by
operating a Food Pantry, Soup Kitchen, Search
Engine Website for finding resources,
newspaper, and I provide free psychological
counseling. My highest net worth was $25-40
million (insurance estimate), highest income
$400 an hour, currently zero and zero. My
strong suit is ideas, and my education as an
Applied Psychologist (with all of the secret
“alternative knowledge”, too), gives me insights
into behavior, beliefs, public relations
marketing strategies, and even advertising. I
relish new product or service creation,
innovative
advertising
and
price
structuring, new concepts, great customer
service, and cost engineering.
I like
publishing, writing editorials, writing tutorials,
writing technical manuals, creation of college
courses, teaching college, doing psychological
counseling, and designing advertising, such as
brochures, direct mail, print ads, graphics,
television commercials, and radio spots. I
would like to stay some sort of Shared
Resource, helping many as opposed to only
one company.

I suggested the development of Cellular
Telephone Service and drew up a plan for Bell
Systems Laboratories in 1970. I had the first
(or among the first) cell phones. I advised Bud
Selig how to end the Major League Baseball
strike. I had a lot to do with getting Bill Clinton
elected
President,
by influencing
the
Democratic National Committee. I pioneered
and demanded the Housing-First concept of
HUD. I coined the term "Yahoo" on worldwide
amateur radio, to refer to my friends who were
the technicians at the phone company trying to
develop an internet. I routed the San Diego
Green Line Trolley, and then suggested that
the route would be even better if it served the
San Diego Convention Center. After 30 years
of no solutions to the problem of “City Hall
Disease” in San Diego, I specified the cause
(as an EPA Engineer) and found a $10
solution. I did DNA Genetic Memory research
regarding how talent is passed between
generations. I did research into the electronic
signature and brain effects of human love. I
did research on electronic cures for cancer,
pain, and mental illnesses. I established my
A5A
Services
as
a
non-profit
sole
proprietorship. I invented the wireless bank
holdup alarm. I also invented the lighted night
Frisbee. I suggested Message Blocking for
Microsoft Hotmail-Outlook e-mail. I did
research in Psychology as an Undergraduate
at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee. I
taught College Sophomore clinical psychology

(intro) at UWM. I suggested to the Menominee
Tribe, of Keshena, Wisconsin, that since their
reservation is a Federal Territory, state laws
against gambling do not apply, and they should
start a casino, plus suggested a Downtown
Milwaukee branch, too, by asking that some of
that area become a part of their Reservation. I
taught people how to brew their own beer,
back when that was “Felony Bootlegging”. I
taught people how to install their own
telephones, back when that was not permitted.
I pioneered the Cost Engineering concept. I
suggested a Net Worth Tax on the wealthy. I
suggested to the Chicago Tribune that there
needs to be some Democratic presence in the
San Diego News Media, and suggested the
possibility of an FCC complaint on that. I had a
web page with internet solutions, i-page, on my
website. I suggested humor to avoid suicides,
and someday comedy in churches.
I
suggested to Phillip-Morris (Miller-CoorsTecate) that Coors Light is the perfect hot
weather beer for Mexico. I suggested via Mike
Aguirre that there be a new building at the San
Ysidro border crossing to accommodate the
crunch of space there. I suggested that Keil’s
and Stater Bros. food stores should have
facilities in East County and South Bay in San
Diego. I suggested the cocaine patch to treat
Asperger’s Syndrome. Many food ideas for
fusion foods that unite two different cultures,
such as Italian-Chinese. Initial promoter of the
acceptance of the theories of Abraham Maslow
for use in military and poverty help.
I suggested that all Disability checks, such as
SSI and SSDI be administered in two
payments per month, one on the first, and the
other on the sixteenth. The bank can keep a
“funds hold” on some of the money. I invented
“DollarMail”. I suggested that God is an alien.
I suggested that the Democrats and
Republicans are not competitors, but actually
the two parties of the Bar of London, USA
division. I suggested that the drug cartel wars
in Mexico are actually the US political parties
duking it out. I suggested that JFK was killed
by LBJ, with help from Nixon (LBJ admitted this
on his deathbed).
I have had tens of thousands of other ideas,
many that you would not believe, yet nowadays
same can be proven via date-time stamps on

emails. If necessary, I can provide a lot more
detail and examples, or I can come up with
brand-new ideas for you right now. I am said
to be cited 32 million times a year, which
includes my humor, editorials, pen-names,
nonprofits, books, tutorials, college courses,
television clips and episodes, books, archives,
companies, and web pages. I process 4
million e-mails a year. My strongest suit is
fantastic ideas.

Employment:
Self-Employed since December, 1970, and
always owning multiple businesses at the
same time to take advantage of slow periods
and varied successes, I started with Milwaukee
Alarm Company in 1970, a silent, remotemonitored burglar alarm, holdup alarm, bank
vault alarm, and Private Police Organization
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. I sold it in 1978, and
it still operates today. At the same time, I
owned A5A Services, a heating and air
conditioning firm that was mostly nonprofit,
teaching poor folks to sell, install, and repair
heating and air conditioning equipment. In
1984, A5A Services added Alpine Air
Conditioning and Heating, operating out of both
Milwaukee, and also the San Diego suburb of
Alpine, California.
The Milwaukee Branch
ceased operations in 1992, and the Alpine
Branch went out of business in 2008 due to
Economic Recession affecting Tiny Small
Businesses. Many other businesses, some
dating back to 1969, continue to operate,
including Milwaukee Free University and
John Schlitz Publishing. None are very
profitable today, due to the current economic
situation. See my website: www.NZ9F.com.

Duties:
Business Management, Administration, and
Operations, from setting prices and policies to
Legal, Secretarial, Engineering, Advertising
(including
television),
Accounting,
and
Personnel (hiring, interviewing, screening). 26
employees in 1982. Small Business owners
also must fill in for absent employees, doing
everything from truck driving to janitorial work,
as necessary. All that I did had never been
done before in the same way.

Education:
Ph.D. in Applied Psychology,
Milwaukee
Free University - Milwaukee, WI, 1979.
Milwaukee Free University had 4 Colleges in
the 1970’s, starting with the College of
Academics in 1969, formed as a protest by
Professors at the University of Wisconsin –
Milwaukee. It operated in complete secrecy
until opening two other colleges a few years
later, the College of Life Skills, and the College
of Employment Skills, both funded by the US
Dept. of Labor. The College of Academics
remained secret 41 years, and some of what it
did is still secret today.
Milwaukee Free
University is a Non-Standard, Alternate, NotAccredited University that also taught subjects
and perspectives which were prohibited to be
taught at conventional universities. Other than
learning secret information, all other aspects of
the completion of a degree were the same as
other universities. Milwaukee Free University
became Insolvent in 1979, and I purchased it.
I neither owned nor administered MFU while a
student there, but did teach as a Grad Student,
which is very common at any university. Just a
note that Applied Psychology is neither
Experimental nor Clinical, but rather the use of
known principles to change thoughts, beliefs,
and behaviors of normal people. Publishers,
editors,
ministers,
coaches,
politicians,
community leaders, and spokespersons do
this.
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology, University
of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, 1978; Triple
Major,
with
research
done
as
an
Undergraduate.
Self-taught, primarily, in Radio Engineering
and the Engineering of Heating and Air
Conditioning, with certifications passed.
Certifications include Engineering Updates,
such as Earthquakes, EPA Certification in
Environmental Engineering (Heating and Air
Conditioning); and, FCC Certification in Radio
and Television Engineering, License NZ9F,
1978 (originally issued as N9ADQ).
Research in many fields, including Genetics,
Charismatics, Genetic Memory, Societal
Control,
Electronic
Pain
Management,

Electronic Cures for Mental Illness,
Electronic Human Love.

and

References:
I work with many Community Leaders, and will
not disturb them unnecessarily. If I am being
offered a suitable position, I can supply this.
Otherwise, you may get some wealthy and
important people angry. When you demand
several References, I use only those persons
who are ordinary, the real list being secret.

What Now?
45 years of success in Small Business,
followed by 7 years of making nearly no money
begs a better income as an employee instead
of an owner. I do have useful skills, and I
would like the opportunity to profit from them
by working for you.
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Colleges or Universities: Researcher,
Adjunct Professor, Administrator, Dean,
Assistant Chancellor, Vice President,
Instructor.
Consultant: Publishing, Advertising,
Broadcasting, Radio Communications,
Psychology, University Course Creation,
Building Automation, Public Relations,
Operations Administration. Also: Camping,
Hiking, Gourmet Cooking, Brewing Beer, and
Poverty-Homelessness Issues.
CEO? Since Small Business uses IT and
Finance differently than Big Business, I could
function as the CEO of a major corporation, but
ONLY with an excellent CIO and CFO. CEO of
a Small Business? That fits perfectly.

NO: Insurance, Healthcare (except
Research or Professor), SalesRecruiting, Nonprofits, Franchises,
nor Information Technology. Thanks
for not asking.

